[Style of living and health and wholesome ways of behaviour of Ignacy Krasicki (1735-1801)].
Basing on example of Ignacy Krasicki, the Bishop of Varmia (1766-1795) and the Archbishop of Gniezno (1795-1801) there has been an attempt made to show a relation between style of living and health and wholesome ways of behaviour, as the complex of issues, which can be a subject of research interest of historians of medicine. Ignacy Krasicki is treated in this case as a peculiar patient, embroiled in various processes of collective living after in the second half of XVIII century, for whom health has been an important value, but not that important to resign the life ambitions. However, to some extent. When stresor project undertaken in order to cross the next grade of career have threatened his health, he recommends "a small dose of resignation" and "a speck of philosophy". In stae of sickness one should obey doctors but the first of all should maintain a mental comfort, cheerfulness, good mood and trust about recovery. In hard life and health situations one should look for support in oneself, and if it does not help, one should trust Providence.